
You gain strength, courage and confidence 
by every experience in which you really 
stop to look fear in the face.
—Eleanor Roosevelt

Presented by:
Dr. Lizette Roque

How Fear 
interferes with 
innovation?



What is 
fear?



Fear is an Emotion
🠶🠶 “Emotion” is derived from the Latin word “Emovere” =  “to stimulate”

✔ Emotions are neither “Good” or  “Bad” 

✔ Attached to our thoughts and behaviors



Basic Emotions….



Expanded Emotions….

Fear



Same physiological response…

🠶🠶 Real threat VS
🠶🠶 Thoughts
🠶🠶 Memories



How to process?



How fear looks like?
Conditioning Response



FEAR, can get on the 
organization’s way…How?

• Allowing fear to dictate our behaviors

• Engaging in unhealthy patterns (Coerciveness, 
avoidance, procrastination, eating more/less, 
insomnia, irritability, substance use…)

• Abandon our common grounds: “Humanity”

• Minimize how the external and internal environment 
impact organizations’ biggest asset: Their PEOPLE (Hess,D.)

• Dismissing one of the biggest human inhibitors to 
transformation: FEAR (Employers, employees both 
experience emotions)

• People cannot learn, neither create new ideas when 
they are fearful. Bottom line, there is no innovation.



Conditioning responses 
block transformation within 

the work environment
🠶🠶 Working in “Auto Pilot” mode

🠶🠶 Doing the minimum required

🠶🠶 Lack of:
🠶🠶 Vision

🠶🠶 Safety

🠶🠶 Acumen

🠶🠶 Competencies and skills; new technology; critical 
thinking and problem solving

🠶🠶 Initiative

🠶🠶 Communication

🠶🠶 Introspection…Awareness…



If you are from the human specie, create a 
safe space within… 



How does a courageous change to 
innovation begin?

From the top:
🠶🠶 Connect with one another

🠶🠶 Open channels of communication

🠶🠶 Enable collaboration, learning and teamwork

🠶🠶 Allowing honest conversations; starting with 
smallest and diverse groups, minimizing 
“group cohesiveness”

🠶🠶 Allowing vulnerabilities (superpower)

🠶🠶 Creating a safe work environment (Psychologically)

🠶🠶 Being proactive, without reactivity and 
defensiveness.

🠶🠶 Creating a nonjudgmental, caring, and 
compassionate environment with a spirit of 
embracing diversity through listening ideas, 
being present and showing engagement. 

🠶🠶 Acceptance of ideas of everyone, without 
considering popularity or titles. 

🠶🠶 Recognizing more “Transformational leaders”

🠶🠶

Individually:
🠶🠶 Openness to the experience

🠶🠶 Psychological flexibility

🠶🠶 Awareness

🠶🠶 Recognize 

🠶🠶 Vulnerability

🠶🠶 Acceptance

🠶🠶 Explore the “Why”

🠶🠶 Little by little trust the process

🠶🠶 Think out of the box

🠶🠶 ”Stir things up” in a different way 
(Breaking the chains of “Auto pilot”) 

🠶🠶 Learn new habits

🠶🠶 Breath…

🠶🠶 Nurture your Holistic Being

🠶🠶 Self care, self care, and more self 
care

🠶🠶



Remember…



Which path will you 
choose?…



To be fearless 
and 
courageous…
it is a constant 
choice



How to make INNOVATION work?
The Workshop

Learn how to promote, manage, 
measure and generate more income 
from innovation. For more information 
contact us at  Tagrait@gmail.com
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